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Voters Select Five Homecoming Finalists Queen To Be Named
At Coronation Ball

3Iaze

the 315
partrnent

ANNE CHAMBERS

NANCY NIEDERHOLZER

KERRY O’BRIEN

VASA Scientist Discusses
Missions to Mars Today
Shamed im.,ions to Mars will
be discussed this afternoon at 12:30
in E132 by Harold Hornby, research scientist for the National
Aeronautics and Space Admindration.
The manned mission to Mars, according to Hornby, should be Carefully considered as a step beyond
project Apollo. Necessary "fly by"
missions may rely heavily. on our
lunar technology and may there fare be considered for launch
ew years after Apollo, said
fornby.
Hornby has been with the Ames
Iesearch Center at Moffett Field
or NASA since 1939 and has been
:ngagerl in research on space renlemmas and analysis studies re,,tot to the solar probe, manned
and manned planetary mis-
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Frank Byerly Wins
Last Week’s PSA
Football Contest

Halloween
Student
7 and ASH Mornay General 1911 Holley are
aning htudenis about any pos. milicking
has they may
’
raald.
’Irlent Council
.mion, calling for

IS

has been technical manager for a
number of NASA advanced mission studies. Among these are two
continuing studies of manned missions to land and return from
Mars.
Horriby’s appearance is being
sponsored by the Society of Automotive Engineers,

Frank 13yerly, senior social science major and a "rabid football
fan," has won last last week’s
Spartan Daily PSA Flying Football Contest.
a member of the Mission AnByerly’s entry, only 66 points off
. lo\
,,t AMP, Ibrentry
the actual scores, was the closest

Warning Out
To Students
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, 210 s. Fir1t.
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yes! You are a 7.7 .,7 7
I for a program Monday at 5:15
Anne Chambe:
Nieder-1 p.m. Then. Tuesday and Wednesholzer, Kerry ,
Carolyn lday San Jose Staters will return
(Otago. and Sali Prater received to the voting txxiths to mark an
1i’lPgrams last I ring containing 1"X" by one of their names.
the, catchy phrase and a special I Amid tears, smiles, and congralueotroatuIations
from
Phoebe !Warns, one of these five girls will
II- mecoming queen erintr- ascend the throne at the Coronation ball to be C1-011kned by Jerry
The tua(t ten days until the I Engles, Homecoming chairman.
’oro0:111o0
Satiirday, Nov 2.
After the ball is over and
: hectic time for these Icoming Week begins, eight memSt, r’ails.
Orahle days will ensue in which
the 1963 Queen and her court will
’model Homecoming buttons, judge
I window displays by campus shops
and downtown merchants, and
take part in a one-hour television
show.
The royal five will also ride
down First Street in the Homecoming parade, appear at the bonfire rally, and reign over the
for the Coronation Ball gridiron battle against the AriSaturday. Nov. 9 at the Haaallan .7,111-1 State Sun Devils.
A total of 1,360 SJS students
Girdens will be availahle to holdera of student body cams begin- cast votes in the Homecoming
Queen election.
fling today.
Ni charge will be made for the
itids which are available in front
of Spartan Bookstore, the cafeteria. wind at the Student Affairs
linsiness Office RI.
Del Courtney and his band ’
pro% di’ music for the even:IJ.
which will he highlighted by the
ycowning of the
ly:eioly,J..
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CAROLYN OHLIGER

SALLY PRATER

Coronation
Two V.P.s ’Time of Crumbling
Ball Bids
For SJS? Alliances,’ Abel States Available
The trustees of the California
State College- ealled for a reorganization of the administrative
structure for its colleges at their
October meeting in Fullerton.
The shakeup vmuld give SJS
two %ice-pm-Melds: one for academic affairs, who is normally
second in responsibility, and one
for financial management or administration.
Dr. William Dusel. SJS vicepresident, commenting on the proposed addition of another vicepresident, said, "Pres. Wahlquist
told me he had no information on
any administrative reorganization
yet."
Dr. Dusel explained that any
changes in administrative personnel will have to come from the
new Academic Council.
He added that the new council
may be elected and in operation
by the end of the semester.
The Academic Council will be
the major policy-making body at
SJS, replacing both the old Presi- I
dent’s Council and the Faculty
Council.

By FORREST CASSIDY
"We live in a time of crumbling
alliances," said NBC news commentator Elie Abel yesterday.
There is no singular accredited
truth which all our allies must
acknowledge, he said. On the contrary, many western countries employ a system of democratic
socialism which helps point up the
differences between the United
States and its allies.
Speaking in Concert Hall on
"Fifteen Years of Cold War
A
Checklist of Gains and Losses,"
Abel said the current period of
apparent calm provides a chance
to appraise the last 15 years of
East-West conflict.

policy seems out of joint. Recent
wheat purchases in canada and
the United States show that rotlectivizalion has failed,
"Russia is caught in a dogma
which prevents the return of land
to private enterprise." he said.
In addition, the Eastern European satellites which Russia had
exploited for so long now are a
liability.

RUSSIAN FOREIGN All)
He claimed that the situ:JIM!,
is complicated by Russia’s forela,,
aid program which only depris..
the satellites of potential aid.
In this field. bald Abel, "Ame,
lea has no monopoly on stupid’!"
The Soviets not only repeat,’
SOVIET POLICY FAILURE
American mistakes, but ins ento.
’There has been no major He- some of their own."
Bon to end the Cold War," NO Referring to Russian failures a
said. "The test ban treats’ and the Africa and Asia, Abel noted th...
banning of nuclear weapons in "neither tki. nor they take
- ,,, Horsemen ot the Alwynspace are peripheral matters countries ba. foreign aid."
which do not reduce armaments.
President Nasser of Egypt II’
;:-.
starring Glenn Ford,
The nuclear stalemate could con- eppted Soviet help, he said. and Charles Boyer and Lee J. Cobb.
tinue for decades."
then jailed prominent Egyptian will be featured at this week’s
Nevertheless, he added, Soviet r Communists.
Friday Flicks.
The movie is an up-to-date filming of the dramatic classic of an
Areentine family torn apart hy

’Horsemen’
Features Cobb,
Ford, Boyer

Campus Policy Aired

’Little 500’ Qualifiers
Total 22; Some May Fail
Girls will serve as judges in this
Twenty-two teams have qualisecond annual bike race.
fied for the "Little 500" chamThe race will be 50 miles long.
pionship bicycle race tomorrow Each team will ride 200 times
afternoon at 330 on the South around the one -quarter mile SJS
track.
Campus track,
Not all the teams, howmer. . Pits will handle all repairs and
bicycle servicing.
are expected to finish,
All the teams will folkns a pace
Accident s, broken parts, disqualifications and physical ex- car around the track at the race’s
haustion are several reasons a hy start.
The starting procedure is Miniparticipants might be unable to
lar to the one used at the Indiancxxnpletr the race,
The Inter -Dorm Council has ftpolis NO
Each team IR composed of four
been doing all the leg work 011 the
"Little 5(i0.’ with the help of the riders. The bicycle Is exchanged
like it baton in a track meet relay
Intramural Ikpartment
In.spectors, judges and other of. race.
A maximum of 75 laps may be
Bejaia have been recruited from
the dorms and intramural office. covered by one rider,

ar.ek
may tw employed for the use rif of the Sparta?,
h CI SIrit was pointed oui
students over the age of 21.
tin that the fratertan: tiaNi. been
NO EXCEPTION%
far more "Item n:.’n inDean Martin indicated that the punished
dependents for drinkinv
,
ruling pertains to all campus orviolations of school poll,
ganizations and that there is no
Ile stressed that "cell,
differentiation made by the school
is uniform" and that the fraternibetween the various groups.
ties are definitely. included
In the Student Organizational
Handbook, SJS policy, as arrived
at by the administration in conjunction with the Student Activities Board, states:
"In accordance with the ideals.
purposes and standards of San Jose
State College and in harmony with
the laws of the State of California, and the City of San Jose:
"I. It is contrary to the policies of the college to serve, possess or eonsume distilled spirits ra.
wine on the premises of any student residence.
"2. It is contrary to the policies of the college to make special
arrangements for serving alcoholic
beverages at any college function
or any function sponsored by a
college approved organization.
"3. It is contrary to the policies
of the college for anyone to possess, serve, consume, or bring alenWk. beverages on to state college
property."
COLLEGE WILL ACT
Dean Martin indicated that the
college is ready to take action
when the law is broken and or
misconduct IleetlrS. In the meantime the college tries to take an
active pert in the prevention of
occurrences involving the use of
alcohol by keeping the students
aware of what is expected of them.
Contradictory to the "Greek
Sanctuary" charge which appeared
in the Thrust and Parry column
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intends
yule oh7,71,,h; the J
it to be so."
These were the words of Dr.
James Clark. associate professor
of English and a playwright himself, to describe Edward Albee’s
award winning drama "Who’s

war.

Liquor: The Straight Shot
By BILL SOLIDAY
The liquor policy of San Jose
State was re-stated recently by
Associate Dean of Students Robert
1’ S. Martin.
FRANK BYERLY
However, it was stressed that
. . . contest winner the college would prefer not to
of the 60 entrants who guessed all have to dictate to students, on the
six winners. His efforts will bring hope that students will shoulder
him a free round-trip flight to responsibility for their action
Los Angeles in the future. cour- themselves.
The administration of SJS does
tesy Pacific Southwest
25, not condone the serving of alco’a
VV111’ .
His predict
SJS 10; (’Si’ 24, Ohio State 8: holic beverages by approved colPurdue 17, Michigan 137 Illinois lege organizations in addition to
14. Minnesota 6; Texas 21, Arkan- complying with the California
sas 7; and Princeton 35, Colgate State Alcoholic Beverage Act,
Dean Martin stated. The college
14.
Today’s entry blank is on pare riding stimilates, however, that
on social oceasions a licensed bar
six -

Woolf Play
Titled Shocker
At Book Talk

Si ns of a German father 7,
for the Nazis and beciime a j.u.
in Paris when the Gernuins take

other side of the lawith French atter -I,
1..110 1 hi French Underground. Th..
.- given an assienmenl
a.hich could mean suecess of the
forth...ming invasion hind at the
saine time seal the late of his
German relatives.
DR. JAMES CLARK
The film will be shown at 7
. . . reviews "brutal" play
and 9:30 in T1155. Admission is
35 eents.
Afraid of ’irgina Wiwilfr al yesterday’s book talk.
Dr Ciark stated earlier that
this vias "perhaps ,tne of the most
brutal plays I hae ever read.! The play, which won the Drama
’Critics’ Circle Award for the hest
play of the 1962-63 season. ’,t is the
oniv set-Mils play v.hich stayed
open in New York last year, according to Dr. Clark.
! Dr. Clark described the play’s
effect as a continuous rasping of
nerves, analagrius to a fingernail
scraping against a Winflotkpane
three and one-half hours.
The play has only four charm, ET. with all the action taking
place in a single setting the living Tax an of a facility member at
a small New England colleue
The play. according t
Clark, is a stlitly of rel.11, a nips
between man and ail
I

t 111,

rom,n

YRs Present Film
Operation Abolition
shimn at
at Abolition- %kill
to today in (112213
Slionsored in the SJS Young
group, "Operation Alma
lite:n- was prtiduced by the House
tee on 17n-Amerivan
(
s

COL. H. N. SMALLEY (right), deputy commander of 15th U.S.
Army Corps of the San Francisco Presidio, toured the facilities
of the San Jose State Military Science Department yesterday
with Lt. Col. Edwin T. Rios, head of the department. Col. Smalley
stated he was favorably impressed witi the department And the
SJS campus.

The film ahoy, a the riots held
against IICUA in San Francisco
in 1960.
The public is invited.

SJS’s Dr. Levine

Ttuirgriay October 24, 1963

Swag/PASTAN DAILY

Thrust and Parry
SJS Student Raps
Out-of-State Tuition
Editor:
Presently new proposals
are being considered to raise
out-of-state tuition. Being of the
group to be affected, I felt that
I should voice my opinion.
When an out-of-state student
selects SJS. he usually intends
to attend for several years and
to stay fa etaIlfoThia after graduation. If. by raising tuition, you
deprive him of going here, he
must consider transferring, usually out of state. Transferring
in this way causes a loss of
credits, especially if the student
is enrolled in accelerated
courses, for example Humanities.
This is unfair to the student
since he paid for those credits.
The student contracted to pay
a certain amount of tuition his
first semester, which he had reasonable hope of continuing to

pay. But due to politics he has
to pay more than he expected in
the following semesters. Perhaps
raising tuition is justified for
new students, since they enter
knowing that they will be required to pay that amount for
all their time at SJS. But for a
returning student, it is only fair
to charge him that amount
which he paid in the beginning.
If in raising tuition the school
Is trying to alleviate over-crowding, it could accomplish this by
requiring out-of-state people to
maintain a certain grade average to retain low tuition rates.
This would eventually have the
effect of eliminating remedial
out-of-state students by forcing
them to meet the requirement
or return home, thus leaving the
school wtih the better out-ofstate students who planned to
live in California anyway. This
would upgrade the school.
In conclusion, I, planning to

remain in California after graduation, feel it is an insult and
burden to charge out-of-state
students more than they originally bargained for only because
their guardians are residents of
another state.
John Connor*
ASH A21123

Alum Congratulates
Football Team Effort
Editor:
Enclosed you IA di bind carbon
copy of letter mailed to coach
Bob Titchenal, San Jose State
College Physical Education Dept.
Dear Bob:
I want to congratulate you,

your coaching staff and the football squad lor one (il the tinest
efforts by a San Jove team
against Cal on Saturday The
team’s play, determination and
spirit was outstanding. It must
have been a heart -breaker for
the players to win everything
but the score.
I certainly hope that this loss
doesn’t result in a letdown. If
the team keeps their desire. I
am sure they can win the rest
of the year’s games.
Congratulations again for a
fine job - - I will be looking forward to a winning season!
Warren Harrison
Alumnus

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS
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Starring
LOU GOTTLIEB
of the Limeliters
MODERN FOLK QUARTET
LYNN GOLD
BESSIE GRIFFIN &
THE GOSPEL PEARLS
KNOB LICK -UPPER 10,000
Wed. Eve.. Oct. 30 at 8:30
San Jose Civic Aud.
Tickets on sale at
WENDELL WATKINS
BOX OFFICE 89 So. 1st.
CY 3-6252
ALL SEATS RESERVED $1,00
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CONTACTS!
All the better to see
you with my dear .
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Research on Lowly Sea Squirt
Could Shed Light on Tumors
fly ROY NORD
Current research on a lowly
sea animal that absorbs rare
metals could shed light on tumor growth in all forms of animal life.
Dr. Estees Potter Levine, SJS
associate professor of anatomy
and physiology, is conducting
the research on the tunicate or
sea squirt, a lower branch member of the family tree of backlioned animals.
She discovered that two species of tunicate absorb signifititanium,
cant amounts of
chromium, and vanadium, three
of the rarest metals in the sea.
"The metals are so rare in the
ocean," Dr. Levine said in an
that the animals
interview,
have to make a strenuous effort
to strain them from the water."
Working on a Monterey Bay
species known to absorb small
amounts of vanadium, the redhaired physiologist discovered by
spemographic analysis that the
animal absorbs chromium, titanium, and larger amounts of
vanadium than previously detected.
Curious alxiut the metals’
function in the Intricate, Dr.
Levine probed deeper into the
aimars physiology.
In an extensive series of experiments, she found that synthetic mammalian hormones initiated sexual and asexual reproduction in the animal.
She explained that the tunidate, which usually lives in rockbound colonies, reproduces sexually by gi ing birth to a tadpole which swims away to form
a new colony, and asexually by
forming a branch-like carbon
copy of itself. The carbon copy
is produced on the parent body
and "pinched off" when it matures.
From her experiments thus
far, Dr. Levine believes that the
hormones and metals work together in the replication of
new tissues- - both normal and
abnormal- -DNA, desoxyribonucleic acid, which is the carnet
of hereditary information in animals.
Last summer she went to
Europe to determine if the Monterey Bay species was unique in
absorbing the metals and utilizing mammalian -type hormones
in reproduction.
She discovered that a European species of sea squirt that
lives in the English Channel and
the Bay of Naples absorbed the
rare metals and reacted to the
hormone experiments.
She studied at the Lahoratoire Biologique de Roscoff in
Brittany, the Marine Laboratory
for the United Kingdom at
Plymouth, and the Stazione Zoo-

logical di Napoli in Italy.
Last August she presented her
findings at the International
Congress of Zoologists in Washington, D.C., and was personally
complimented on her work by
Dr. N. J. Berrill, the world’s
foremost authority on tunicates.
Dr. Levine has been invited
to talk on her findings at the
American Association for the
Advancement of Science I AAASi
annual convention in Cleveland in December.
The topic for this year’s AA -

AS convention is, "liormon
and Metals in the generation ,
Tissues."
She will continue her
Scot
this summer on a species ,
tunicate that lives in the
around Australia 1111(I New
land.
"It is hoped," Br.
slated. "that my research
ts
shed some light Oil the ’nip,
lion of hormones and metals .
the generation of tissues hoi
normal and abnormal in a
forms of animal life."

Beauty .Soloo
10% Discount to Collqs
students and personnel.

Individual Styling,
Permanent Waves,
Hair Cutting,
Hair Coloring.

Open six days 4 week.
Mon,Thurs.Fri. ’til

CY 4-8962

Call for Appt.
Bobbie Cozener

66 E. San Fernando
(Between 2nd & 3rd Sts I

fe,

SEND HER

"A Sentimental
Treasure"
Flowers
from

SINCE 1885
"FAMOUS FOR FINE FLOWERS"
2nd and San Fernando
G,f.s cf E. -,:cn
CYpress 2-8312

THE FINEST ALWAYS

AND YOU PAY
..=1,

I.MOMINIMIMIIMIN11111111719

STORE FOR MEN
Downtown, San Jose
Since 1925

PLUS
GREEN
STAMPS

i)resiqtlatio

The Science Show
A new shop open to serve
sour needs in all of the
.111.111 -Ps. We carry the
in’, and ..... re:
Microscopes
Glassware
Telescopes
Minerals
Protozoa
Slide rules
Stains
Skeletons
301 Camden Ave.. Campbell
377.8660
Open Tues. thru Set. 10 to

BltITISII INSPIRED

CONTINENTALS
Today’s lean look
compatible with coil*.
Harris continentals. Tr*,
tapered.. employing WA’
side elastic waistband*
adjustable buttons to
insure an alsays perfect
fit. Available in a wide
range of tab’ rs and 0101

794 42,,’1

SHOO stoirr
ALL GOOD THINGS COME
IN 4’S ... PROOF IS OUR 4-PC.
WARDROBER MAKING A
CAMPUS HIT FOR DRESS AND
CASUAL WEAR !

BURBANK

CY 5-7238
552 S. Bascom
"THE MOUSE ON THE MOON"
Rutherford
Margret
Peter Sellers
"BIG MONEY"
Enian Carmichael
Students $1.00

39.95

Y 7TOW N E C3 Or

Reversible vest
ire

Continental casual pants
Great fashion investment for the young
executive around town, or the up and
coming campus man. Choice of black olive,
black or charcoal blue in sixes 36 to

Yes, with contact lenses, you may see as
you have never seen before. Since con
tacts are worn on the eye rather than at
a distance, they provide a greater field
of vision, whether looking straight ahead
or to either side So. come in and let us
fit your eyes with contacts at The Con
tact Lens Center.

42 regular, 37 to 42 long. See it now!
MEN S ;TORT Y

FT FL’2,-.A

SHOP THURSDAY AND FRIDAY NIGHTS!

THE CONTACT
LENS CENTER
123 So. Third

4 ’.
400 S. 1st St.
"GARDEN OF EDEN"
"NUDE CAMERA"
"BODY BEAUTIFUL"
Students $1.00

Sue’. 79
$6.95
AS advertised In Esq,,1
and Playboy Magi/ no

_

SARATOGA

THE WARDROIE
BANKAMERICA
OR FIRST NATIONAL
CHARGE PLAN

14502 BIG BASIN WAY
1433 THE ALAMEDA
"Stranger Knocks" Danish Thriller
"THIS SPORTING LIFE"
"The Gypsy and The Gentleman"
Mlin Mercouri
Color
Students $1.00
(Star of -Never on Sunday’’)
r

3 button, ivy style coat
Matching dress pants

G AYcY4-,

OPEN
Monday
ond Thursday
Evenings
until 9

CY 7-5174

..
c..c.

ZUte&I

Alma and Almaden Rd.
’WIVES AND LOVERS"
"IT’S ONLY MONEY"

’’’STUDICO
lit & San Salvador CY 24171
Elizabeth Taylor Richard Burton
"THE V.I.P.’s"
"CAIRO"
George SAIVIdert

TROPICAI E
1969 Alum Rock Ave.
North Screen
"LILIE OF THE FIELD"
"JUDGMENT AT NURENSERG"

,

Streithilie
54

a

I

iift

South Screen
"IRMA LA DUCE"
"COME BLOW YOUR HORN"

All parking tickets validated

II) I

’Tom Dooley’ Comes to Town
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On.- her. -.1 1. if

Kingston Trio Plays Tonight
o .1.1.

111"er
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"Ilona
generatrin

liii’nicn,cdc.nt . nil
die 1..ingslon
"Ari lActair, Won
Ancloorann
Trio" at the Co.ic
tonight at 8:30. Arcurding to
number one on
ratings, they
the collegians list.

nue her
U spec],
ill the ..
and Nev

million -seller
their
Bookies
ditty on the "hanging from the
while oak tree" 11w trio will sing
other single record hits, such
as "M.T.A.." ’"l’ijuana Jail."
-Worrits1 Man," "Where Have

’

Dr. I.
researeh
att tic
and
.
if th-ues
’tonna’ la
life."

All Hie
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cieendrici. Isola’s"
Theo say:, into the I osiording
liii.1111-,, 1/01.:111 in the spring nil
ltt57 ii the Cracked Pot, a col ’ego. hangout near Stanforyi University.. Their manager, Frank
Worker, heard them one night
and signed a recording contract
with them. Now they have be COMP one of the top recording
groups in show business.
Upon entering the recording
business, they m.ntre faced with

’Iiini.trait

rwoyt:iffi

"Hip Van

Wini.u.
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1, 2, 6, 9 at 8.15 p.m. in
C’ollege Theater.

Dennis Fimplc a ill play
rick von Beekman Nin
will lie played by Cnnlin
the IN,I0 1,1
him

just
think
of it. .

Der-

days a no.,
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.1.11,1
I
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BILL COSBY
picking a name for the group.
After mulling several. Werber
and the three chose The Kingston Trio because "it sounded
collegiate" and calypso music
was then in vogue and Kingston
sounded like calypso.

THE KINGSTON TRIO

Joining the trio on tonight’s
show will be the Eddie Cann)
a four-piece hand with
.an Afro-Cuban beat. The group
regulars al ’1...1.s," a Holly owl night club. Members of the
quartet are Cano on the piano,
Fred Aguirre, on drums, Leon
Cardenas on bass, and Carlos
Moja’ on conga.

100% OFF TO ALL

S20
Powder Blue
Glacial Rose
S -M -L

IN,:ripso

kRFZIS

FREEMAN’S
SPORTS CENTER

1

c_71oweri, inc.
980 So. 2nd St.

call 286-1464

Dick Gregnnry, famed social
satirist. will appear at the San
JI/Sc Civic Auditorium Nov. 1.
The comedian is sponsored by
Alpha Delta Sigma, national pmfessinnal advertising fraternity.
Vince Guaraldi and Margie
McCoy will jniin Gregory’s show.
They will sing everything from
rock and ro 1 I to blues anti
bun llads.

STUDENTS... S

That’s right. 100% off to all students who have a 4
pt. grade average, can hold their breath for over 20
min., have a birth mark under their left fore-arm,
carry a Soupy Sales Fan Club card, have one brown
& one blue, know the words of Green Sleeves and
must have given thier parnets an all expense paid
vacation to Disneyland
P.S. You must also be a citizen of Antarctica.

Also on the program will be
Bill Cosby direct from the "hunin San Francisco.

Mylano guilt fill.

First at Santa Clara

.95

EDDIE CANO QUARTET

Their show, heard nightly in
’he Southern California night
crdi. has some big names watch Von. instance. Bobby Darin,
s.
Mine". Frankie Avalon, and
I ooper frequently drop
us .ael so with the group. Johnny Mathis and Ella Fitzgerald
like to sing :lining with Carlo
and his quartet.

you can open a new
Roos/Atkins SUPER/CHARGE
and take months to pay!

Christopher Curtis becnimrs
Seth Slough in the play, us I.
Louise Wallace plays his wiic.
Katchen. David Hubert will play
Jacob Stein.
Others in the Kaatskill Mountains cast include demons arid
numerous villagers as children
and adults. Scenes still is’ bus
the village of Fallirui 11.111(.1
along the Hudson Hit-n1. thc
kitchen of Rip’s house. and .1
rocky clearing in the Kaatskill
IMniuntinins

ill Ion Apo.
bbie Coten..

"Silt

m.

in thrum istil In. TIrmlil
Cockles, nephew to 1 an
be played by Larry Aria’.

Fan
,sensath

11,

,k1!!

the

I fruit irk

.1,

harlie, ;Ind

Tailored button-down collar.
Nylon inside and out with

11111

Matinees will

Title role of Rip Van Winkle
will he Played by Richard Overmyer Jr. The rest of Rip’s family will be played by Bonnie
Rosevear
as his wife and M
Gretchen and Cherielyn Gunderson as his daughter Meenie when
she was a child. Rip’s daughter
as a young lady will he played
by Marjorie Moore,

Master
JEWELERS
72 S. First St.
San Jose
Phone 297-0920

Westgate Shopping Center
1600 Saratoga Ave.
Phone 379.3051

Tickets fbr the event are now
on sale at the San Jose Box
Office, CY 5-0888.
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Suddenly ( and brilliantly) your hands are
Fashion’s Focal Point, magnificently jeweled
with one Great Ring. The sizeless Vendome
ring fits every finger perfectly.
With VENDOME’S exclusive s-t-r-e -t-c-hband back, a single touch adjusts the ring
immediately to your individual finger size.
$5.00 to $ I 5.00 plus fed. tax
JEWELRY
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72 S. First St.
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new Comn..11,cn
Bill Cosby direct from the
Hungry and Eddy Cane di
red from Pis.
830
Tonight
S. I. Civic Auditorium
Tickets $2,50, 3.50, 4.50
on sale San lose Boo Office
40 W. San Carton. CY 5 0888

PlitTA

Drama Depl.
KSJS Presents Jazz Tonight
Slates ’Rip’

At State Yell, Ce-PUS ItPps Are
Linda Irby. Dove Finn, Cheryl Woodward, Gory Brasfield

41411PAISTAN DAILY

Thursday, October 24, l96.1

Harriers Face Stiff Test;
Golden Gate RoughMiller

,DMIAltrM= ;nro imt

Make no to stake about it, the
’They’ll press us to the limit,’
San Jose State cross country team Miller said. "But, we need somefaces its stiffest competition to one to lay it on the line against
date. Saturday at 10:30 a.m, at the us teamwise."
Spartan Field.
;Qs will need the ali-obit
The Golden Gate Track Club, a tightener to ready themselves
new organization with a bu:ging for their biggest dual meet of
lineup of distance talent, will the season it week from today
give Dean Miller’s et ew its mon- against Stanford.
Ron Davis and Phil Darnall,
ey’s worth.
both ineligible Spartans are expected to give San Jose a run for
the win money. GGTC also has
Craig Spillman and Bill Morgan,
both of San Francisco State, in
its lineup.
Ray Hatton, who led Idaho to

HUMIDOR
SMOKE SHOP
339 S. 1st St.

3 SPEED BICYCLES
Men’s or Ladies’

across from Hale s)
CY 7-4653

Quality construction throughout
Synchro-nwth
Twist -grip gear shift controls
Extra larg fram modIs
available for fain ridrs

39"
(in carton)

* Imported Pipe.
and Tobaccos

assembled with

* Meerschaum and
Calabash Pipes

90 day

Seven Teems

guarantee $44.95

* Smokers Iiccosorlos
* Complete Stock
or Moqarines
and Paperbacks

PAUL’S CYCLES
II37, The Alameda

6 Noble
* 1
College Outlin Series

CY 3.9766

nom ),:s

wilshire

We Pick Up and Deliver YOUR Car for service

Lubrication Our Specialty
Complete line of Auto Accessories
286-6190

Corner of 10th & Santa Clara
k Ink)

!!’-!"ktl MI"

# 4 #

# 9

For Especially Fine Italian Foods

Sat& Zuigi

uzzeria

Including: Pizza, Spagetti, Lasagne,
Home Made Raviolis, and Sandwiches.
Aso try our Sea Food Specials.

347 So. First (Next

CY 7-1136

to Fox Theatre)

P:i1:14YrrIcY’-’7"’W

I.

a. s.,1

I,

I

1=’

:s Are Still Available
for
Scn Jose State
Li. o.’ Oregon Football Game
/II Expenses included in Ticket Price
Bus Leaves 10:00 p.m.,

Friday, Nov.

the West Coast Cross Country
championship in 1961, will also be
on hand.
The Spartans are coming off a
fine team effort against Cal last
Saturday. The varsity and froth
placed 13 runners among the first
15 finishers.
Dick Fernandez, who didn’t run
against Cal due to a sprained
ankle has been working out since
Monday and will definitely go
against the track club.
Old Debbi! Injury cropped up
again Monday sending Jeff Fishbark to an early shower with X
slight aitide injury. flowerer,
the Spartan senior should be
ready Saturday.
Yesterday,
the varsity and
freshmen went through a work
upwork down drill, minting a
440, 13110, 1320 and mile with 220
yard "recovery" jogs in between,
;
then reversing the procedure.
Practice finished up with the
24 -man squad running three fiveminute miles, with a three minute
breather between each four-lapper.
The freshmen will face the
Golden Gate Track Club "13"
team and the Mann Athletic Club
following the varsity race over
SJS’ 3.5 mile course.

1

Separalr: Tickets also Available for the Hootenanny,
Eugene Hotel, Nov. 2nd

Go Scoreless
In Grid Games
Seven teams were held scoreless
in intramural touch football play
Tuesday afternoon as five squads
won by shutouts and two opponents fought to a tie.
SAE No. 1 upset third place
DU 6-0 as Jim Maguire intercepted a DU pass and returned it
70 yards for the only score in the
game. It was the second loss for
DU in fraternity action.

Spartan .ports Ort Move
Thanks To Bob Braman

Front the Firemen’s A. C. in 1930 and Kameharnebn Boys’ School
1936 to consistent bigger-time football in the 1950’s, San Jose
State has definitely come a long way.
Those who are critical of the athletic program at SJS are those
who weren’t around when there was really something to be critical
about. Bob Bronzan, director of athletics, is one who would fall in the
latter category.
Fortunately, for San Jose State, Bronzan knows what the conditions are herewhat they have been and what they will be. He’s
a man who will say that "black is black and white is white" and then
prove it to you.
Bronzan was one of the key members of Dud deGroot’s undefeated Spartan team of the late 1930’s. From 1950-56 he was head
football coach at SJS.
But what’s the story behind Firemen’s AC. (who beat us 19-0)
and playing high school teams like Kamehameha in Hawaii?
"When you stop to think that we did play high school teams as
recently as 1936, it’s apparent that San Jose State has really grown
up fast," Bronzan said.

In

NO TRAINING TABLE
"Do you know that we used to play teams like Cal, Stanford and
Oregon without a training table? We couldn’t; give the kids tuition,
fees or books and they worked for the $50 a month they got.
"We’ve made tremendous strides here at San Jose State in the
last few years. Here, let me show you," Bronzan said, opening a file
cabinet full of reconis.
’The scholarship athlete living in or out of a dormitory gets
around $520 per semester; almost exactly the figure the NCAA

allots us.
"We give the athlete every bit of money that we can, within the
NCAA maximum limit," Bronzan said.
"There are only five football coaches now, but let me explain
something. In 1956, my last year of et:aching here, I had two assistant
coaches, one of whom is Gene Menges, who’s with us today.
"Menges, in addition to coaching, was also ski coach. Bill Perry,
the other coach, was also full-tithe intramural director. I was teaching four or five graduate level courses.
"I can remember scouting a future team on a Saturday afternoon,
then barely made it back to the Stadium for our opening kickoff
that night.
"I grant you it’s tough to play bigger teams with a smaller
coaching staff. But, we’ve gat five coaches now and some day there
should be more."
TRIPLED GRANT-IN-AIDS
"We’ve tripled our grant -in -skis to track and basketball players
in the last three years," Bronzan emphasized. Through the late 1950’s,
San Jose State was only giving financial help to the football team.
"With more advances in the next four or five years like we’ve
made in the last five, we’ll be in great shape."
The man to thank for the high-class calibre of football scheduling
at SJS it Braman. Through personal friendships aione, he started
the present series with California and Oregon.
"With large facilities, like a stadium, gymnasium and track field,
we could be bringing in schools like Oregoa. Washington and Iowa
right now. I’m sure of that.

ATO maintained its hold on
first place in the Intramural’
Fraternity League by thumping,
SPARTANS DRAW RESPECT
PULA 12-0. ATO struck bele.:
"It can’t be underplayed the respect that San Jose State has
from 40 yards out so quarter.’ in intercollegiate circles. Our school has climbed to the top athletic
back Gary Brennenuut cad-, prestige level."
pleted touchdown passes to Rick
Braman stated we have three national team champions: varsity
Kuichle and Jim Pryor.
and freshman cross-country and Judo. John Lutz lost the NCAA golf
championship on an extra hole last June and Jeff Fiahback is a PanSigma Chi and the Phi Sigs
tled each other to a tie game thOt American Games winner.
Bronzan has sent countless brochures to the Western Athletic
featured some good defensive play
as neither team was able to cross Conference, The WAC is a six-team conference that Bronzan hopes
the Spartans can someday become a part of.
the goal line for a score.
The WAC wants two more teams, to make a solid eight -team
Lambda Chi Alpha edged Sigma
Pi 6-0 as Dave Morris tossed a conference. Texas Western is rumored as the seventh team. SJS may
:30-yard aerial to Steve Morse for become the eighth.
the only six -pointer.
BALANCED PROGRAM
"What the WAC wants in a member is a well-rounded athletic
Mao Simpson led the Sigmas;
Nu memo’ to a 14-0 %Irtory oveari program. We’ve got 14 sports here, more active than the other
Theta X1 by throwing a scoring schools that are rumored to be jumping into the WAC," Bowman said.
"This is one reason why we’ve refrained from sinking all our
pose to Jack MeCleoky and runfunds into football. To gain conference entrance, the conference wants
ning for a second touchdown.
you to have support for all your sports."
DSP relied on a 21 -yard pass
Bronzan has wisely gone about putting his WAC plans into action
and a conversion to defeat the Sig San Jose State has scheduled four WAC games in 1965, two in 1966,
F;ps 7-0. Paul O’Brien connected and four, three, four and four over the next four years, up through
to Rodger Oswald for the score. 1970.
Fountain Hall toppled MarkAlready seeing the possibility of Texas Western joining the WA(’
ham Hall 12-0 as Mike Hato& IS moths ago. Brontan, then scheduled the Texas school for games
completed scoring passes to Jollff In 19136-6748-66.
Kuhn and Dennis Van Cleave. ;
What this all means is, if in the event the Spartans are allowed
Intramural tennis action I’d-, In the WAC they will have ’scheduled enough conference teams, where
some* tomorrow afternoon it drastic moves won’t have to be made at the last minute to revamp
their schedule.
2:30 as the field becomes isse
rowed down to Jnet eight rose
teatimes.

Ticket Sales at 411 So. 5th St.
12:00 Noon - 2:00 p.m.
4:00 p.m.- 6:00 p.m.
or

Tomorrow’s top attraction Will’
be the running of the "Little 500’
on the South Campus track at54
p.m. A large group of spectatofs
Monday thru Friday
turned out for event last year.
The Intra-Dorm Council and the
call 293-6204 for Reservations
Intramural Department are cosponsoring the race
- 1111111111111111111111111:11111111111111-11111111111111FIEIFIgh1111111111111111111-1111111111111111111hillIIIIIIIIIIIIX11111111111:111111111111111111111111111111111111; 110
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Brought to you by your

A tie game prevents the University of California at Berkeley
(rain having a perfect season but
San Jose State can blacken the
Bears loss column Saturday In a
NorCal League soccer match.
The University of San Francisco tied the Bears 0-0 last Saturday to spoil their perfect mark
and give them a 5-0 1 season record.
San Jose State toppled San
Francisco State Tuesday night 4-0
to move back into the win column.
Cal started the Spartans on a twogame toeing streak with a 3-2 win
and Stanford edged SJS 5-4 last
Saturday.
Saturdays match with the
Bears at Berkeley will be a morning affair with game time slated
for 10:30. The Spartans must win
this game in order to remain in
striking position of the league
title.
Stanford is undefeated in league
competition while SJS has been
toppled twice. Cal has two games

left against Stanford and I251’
has
to play Stanford twice also, Hut
the Spartans must keep winning
to keep alive for the Nowa,
League championship and the Sc.
AA playoffs.
Al Korhus increased his seeriie
total to 19 goals in nine gam"
with three San F’rancisceSss
State. With Efiok Akpan hkrn.
pered by a knee injury, Korb,,,
must carry the offensive lead f;,r
the Spartans.

FOLK MUSIC
Fri. and Sat. Night
9:00 to

1:00

Fantasy Recording Artists

RAND and PAUL
Friday Night

WALT BROWN
Saturday Night
GOETZ BOYS

Special Discount
to SJS

’wet

Faculty & Students

at the

present your sten or ASS card
Movie & Still

Cameros
Projectors

developing
rentals

CHANGE
OF SCENE

Supplies
Equipment

printing
repairs

460 E. William
Between 10 & 11th

SHOPecifyiEdRae

if-It

ASK JEFF FOR A
FREE

CM Sew* Ant

HAMBURGER

Fly in now
for Halloween cards
Select from our line of Studio cards

PAUL’S GREETING CARD SHOP
292-3565

34 Fountain St.

BOX OFFICE NOW OPEN!

1/2

f.

Van Winkle

Joseph Jefferson Vers;on
A Drama Department Production

November 1,2, and 6-9
College Theatre Curtain 8:15 p.m.
CHILDREN’S MATINEE
Gen. Adm.

$1.25

2 p.m., November 2 and 9
Box Office open 1-5 p.m

S.J.S. Students

500

Oct. 23 -Nov. 9

Children under 14

500

Phone 294- I 93 I

SURFERS.....
ANNOUNCING

VELZY
SURFBOARD
KITS
DO-IT-YOURSELF

NEW San Jose Honda Dealer

SLACK SALE

AND SAVE! Each Velzy Surfboard kit
Contains: Polyureathane blank, wooden skeg, glass cloth,
Six
quarts
of
resin, over 2 oz. of catalyst, sand
*PC
paper, masking tape and detailed instructions. Priced
$54.75 to $66.95.

OPEN MON. THRU SAT. 8 TO 5:30

SAN JOSE HONDA

Entire Stock of

VAUGUN’S

Spartans Threaten Cal
Soccer Mark Saturday

Plain Front Slacks
from $12.95 to

leo mot

$24.95

f in a

lapi tesy
plan

Coll 295-7525

121 S. 4th
(across from SJS library)

Free riding instruction

open

area for beginners
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WILLOW GLEN
1[11)/i9.21F41
INE STOP SNOPP1M1075I WILLOW $T. FREE PARKING 28645
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Inman Says All Cage Positions Are Open

Cal
day
1 /Mit
Kiel‘
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hut

keep winning
the Nin,c,0
p and the sc.

ved his seam
in nine game,
tancisco

State

Akpan ham.
injury, Korbus
?nsive load J!

IUSIC

1. Night

Basketball at San Jose State will be hotly contested for. Hight
turkey now there isn’t one position that’s
right now is not unlike a
decided."
one day before Thanksgiving: been
*Inman seem the biggest probplenty of basting but, not quite
lem as lack of evperlence at the
ready for the oven.
forward positions. Due to the
"We’re very [dratted so far
thud that five of the Pi I lllll
said
progress,"
group
tile
anti
Will Milt lip for gi
s may be
crowli.
Stu I lllll an, basketball
.400
ens, it may take. awhile
let
early
to
tote
still
"But, les
for them Cs. gain the necessary
scrimthe tram go on a regular
experience to help mak’. 5.1S a
mage basis."
constant as 111111.r. This worries
trifle:1n.
Inman felt it was much too soon
for praise,
to single out individuals
have
frush
and
varsity
the
as both
only been practicing eight days
However, the Spartans’ mentor
idaimistie when discussing his
personnel. "All of the positions

’Hie Spartans will scrimmange
Satunlay at 8311 p.m. and every
Sat inlay thereafter at 10 a.m.
’ Coach Danny Wines calls this
yl
I’S
freshman . club a "real
coach:11,1e group."
Glines arid Bill Yonge, assistant
coach, both ;weer. the Spartababes

Clooluer 71

scrimmaging

already

chomping

Glint’s said.

Idaho Football in Silver Anniversary

it 1)AVII1 NIE11,1111t11 Si
I thine only a few belie% Pd ill.
-We’ll
A winning footfall se.,
The last thew the Vandals
soon. They’re Idaho was once con -1,101,d ;moot
happened to I,
Mil a winner
at the bit," US
i71f115:11oll
I I
was in 1938, %then they lash itch (11/111Gl
/11, ii a 6-3 record. This year,
II., M11441W school feeIs II stun
do it again.

(.-

1:00

ling Artists

I PAUL

Icattiring the sensational
ballad singer

Ron Walker

ight

tOWN
BOYS

IGE
:ENE

"Giggle Hour"
1."-.. refreshments

Spartan Safari
Stalks Tiger
At Stockton

8-9 p.m.

Ill I’
1\,\ EUL-AWFUL
PIZZA EMPORIUM
12060 So, First St.AA 7-11390
1 mile South of fairgrounds

illiam
& 1 1 th
Out of this World Food
at Down to Earth Prief’S

FOR A

Whether it’s a meal or
a snack . . . try

BURGER

Howard’s
Crystal Creamery
FOUNTAIN

RESTAURANT

7th & Santa Clara, San Jose
7 a.m.- 10:30 p.m.Closed on Mon.

ards

Studio cards

SHOP
.65

Alma Golf Course
Considers your budget
REGULATION 9 HOLES OF GOLF

Thursday.
2 for the price of I

75(
Monday-Tuesday-Wednesday-Friday
7co per person
to 6 p.m.
41
Miniature Golf with ASB Card

50‘
q hied

ond 9

COWS*

Snack Bar - Putting Givens

ALMA GOLF COURSE
445 W. Alma St. Phone 298-4909

WHO put the "roll"
in Van Heusen’s
Button-Down Collar?
Our designer has bowed to plaudits from the
college man for producing the exacting patterns
which create such a softly flattering collar roll.
While our cloth specialist proudly claims that
Van Heusen’s traditional shirt fabrics are
the finest, most supple ... an essentidl for 51iLli
ingenious draping!

kit
5th,
and

cad

:30

.4os

However, upon reflection, it is our experienced
stitcher, who, almost fanatically, tailor that
graceful roll into each individual collar that deserve
the most credit of all.
Come, see the Van licusen "417" Collection of
dress and sport shirts at your local retailer. They are
featured in a choice array of stripes and solids
all cut in the new V-Taper trim, slim look. If you
happen not to be a Button-Down fan, theta snap
to with our Snap-Tab! $5.00
Dacron and Cotton $5.95

IT’S WATER POLO, NOT JUDOFreshman captain and team
scoring leader Jack Likins appears like a judoisi while attempting
to block pass by San Francisco State reserve in Spartababes’
27-3 win last Friday.

Barnes Earns Start
Against UOP Poloists

.44

With the impetus of a Cal I
"mural win" under its belt, San
Jose State’s freshman football
I,: on lit /WS to bulldog University
f Rica ic’s yearlings today at
Sli,ckion.
Is Jones’ Spartuibahes stood
the luitored Cubs 0-0 last Sat. tor Jones’ -biggest coach Om thrill.- 5.15 is now 1-1-1 on
Vt sloekton, the Tiger (’Iths
base lost their only outing tlAs
S ear, 6 -el to Saeraminto State
Drake, an All -San JoaFie% his
quin %alley quarterback, heads
a %HIP] 1-2 11.01’ Illas..hig attack.
In
kIll/V, I11 11C11 ti,’ ii
’1 11,1 I l
l’acific ’ .1.unes said. "Tin- I, their
..1 I rucull football since
first
1960."
That .euic was Jones’ first ;it
San Jose State. SJS, led by Wal.

A new face will be in the Spar- recording 49 saves in 21 (111:1I1C1’tan water polo varsity lineup fil play.
The freshmen, losers of Its,,
against University of Pacific here
id their last three outings, face
tomorrow night at 8:30.
at grueling task t lllllll rrow night.
Frank Barnes, a ’reserve since
Must play too up
s in
the first game, crept into the succession prior to the varsity
a quarterback.
Roberts,
then
team scoring leadership with three tilt.
rolled over l’OP 27-8.
goals against San Francisco State
"AV,- as torkeil hard sin offense.
The Spartalialss open again-’
Friday, and earned himself a the Modesto Swim and Racigind
and pass defense this %seek,"
starling berth.
Jones declared. "%Ve. have no
Barnes, a junior transfer from
in poles, so ,’% SI’’, t,i5l9 will be
Pierce JC where he was the team’s
I.. go."
leading pointmaker in 1962, has
Thitalement, in itself. means
been a member of the squad’s
tut lot to the Spartababes. Start in
third team.
!fullback Bill Morrisroe missed tic.
II,’ has seen action in the
;first two games with injuries. His
replacement. Leon Herzog. injured
final minutes of Spartan vichis shoolder on his first runnin
tories oser Fresno State, Cal
and SFS. In spotty appearPlay against Cal Poly and is
for the year.
:11We%. he has connect’s! on 13
of 2.7 goal attempts.
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Four poloisls are right behind
lam in second place with 12 goals
apiece Gary Read, Charley DougRUSHING
las. Dick Riddle, and Jim Adams.
TCB NYG A.
Three others have 11 scores
20 90 45
Gary Stepansky
apiece Larry Log anbil 1, Bill
34 4.3
Larry Myers
4 4.0
Parker and Pete Sagues.
Jim O’Keefe
15 44 2.9
Mike Nishio
FRANK BARNES
Riddle, a second -stringer with
33 94 2.8
Spitzer
Mike
it rifle -arm, boasts the hest shoot. . . scoring leader
9 2.3
4
Leon Herzog
ing percentage, hitting on 12 of
13
1.6
Club at 6:30 and come right back I Rick Gaul
.itiempts front the field for 57
0 0
Pat Reynolds
for a 7:30 scrape against San Just’l
29 .It .0.4
Ray Slate
per cent.
City College,
PASSING
ttssi,l is 111(
leader in asAlt Comp Pet Int Yds TD
Greg Buckingham led the first_ I
sists Willi seven, followed by
Ray Blute 45 19 .422 5 273 2
year men to an 11-2 will over the
0 0
saacties with five.
12;,1. G,l 1
0 .000 0
t he Iv.,
Jaguars the first I
t;oalie 13oh Howse has seen the
ago.
teams met, two weeks
most action in the cage for SJS,
He and Jack Likins should ’I.
most of the scoring fin’ Coach Id,
Walton’s depth -laden frosh. al
all cars
though Walton will most
98(
substitute freely to keep Iii.
Keep in shape at the
6th & Keyes
Puritan Oil
chargesrested.

Frosh Statistics

the air tAhich are must
the ...,,.,u
The
ittolak are kneion as a
111111161M OrlfIII.V. But they titres%
"We’ve got a good chance oh
tor the touchelown and 2111;
beating Idaho Saturday,"
-,aid
s
compared milli 54 yards
Bob Titchenal, SJS head coach
rushing in the first half against
"Idaho beat Fresno State
Pacific.
Fresno State beat COP 24-7
1’ ’tents’. Idaho hit, %cry
the COP should have lost by some
good pursuit. We’ll hate TU SUr lag margin to Idaho."
prise them vvith quick trap-p,ays
-You’ve got to think like it winand passes." ’ritcherial declariO.
ner if you expect to beat anybody," Titchenal said. "Our men
are concentrating towards a real
fine game :-,:,t11(1111,."
P,esents
Titchenal was quick toe :old
that ,itber things must play in
"A man of his time - aware, critical
the part of being a winner.
and deeply committed. But most of
"Oregon brat Idaho 41-21 s4 ills
all, he’s just plain funny."
only
stitalned drise. Ore-

AA,

NEW

Right near
Campus.,,

San Jose Foreign Car Service
Expert repair on all imported cars
Transmission overhaul and Lubrications
Tune-ups, Brakes, Motors
Bring this ad,
GOOD FOR 10,:, STUDENT

DISCOUNT

180 So, Market

286-1100

osiers
f

’’’a...’.

!i ;.

NEW
CAMPUS
SHOP
OPEN
!mulled t:atilp,,, sli..p. ()pen 11,,n.c
%ill include entertainment, refreshments. and special sli,pv.ing. ol fall

YORK
’CA
(tor outtuoiling collect
tI
der clothing and finiiilimg.

natural
for men and
..1)"11..,,11.
lel,’ a oolvt..1) ill, ilk
it, lir foitiol tis mil 1..,,11 XS Milli!
shop.

LIKE IT FOR ONLY $1.49.

SATURDAY & SUNDAY
BREAKFAST SPECIALS
542 S. 2nd ST.

San Jos. Health Club
413 E. Santa Clara St.
CALL 295-9910

On sale at the

San Jose Box Office
CY 5-0888
040 N San Carlos

410111111111.111110.

COOKED THE WAY YOU

ed.

Tickets
$1.75. $2.75. $3.75

Thursday: 9 & 10-30 P M.
Fri. & Sat.: 9, 10:30 & 12 PM
Sunday: Hootenanny with Day.u.i
& Michaele, 8 P.M.

OR TOP SIRLOIN STEAK

or
weight
gaining

at

SAN JOSE
CIVIC AUD.

BILL MUNDAY

A PIECE OF TASTY, LUS-

GRADE

November 1st
8:30 p.m.

JANET SMITH

CIOUS, SAVORY, TENDER,

slenderizing

MARGIE McCOY

970 So. First St.

SAN JOSE
HEALTH CLUB

tes.

DICK
GREGORY

FOLK MUSIC THEATER

GIRLS

personal attention
and
RESULTS

Alpha Delta Sigma

;VINCE GUARALDI

the offstage

EXPERT
LUBRICATION

VAN HEUSEN*
V-Taperfor ihe lean trim look.

impressise sty lea 01-I, shellacking of I nisersity of riceitle
last week.

1
Twenty -live years is a lone
time beltteen rine vvinnitnt season
and the nest But, the Vandal!,
114/W huts e 1.41’ Arlfil’Oti, ii laillooricheek,41 coach, who huts recnuited
the Xiaridals more depth and viten
them a positive ontlook on the
futum.
Andros is in his 13th year as a
coach, and his second at Idaho.
In his short stay at Moscow, he
has already rounded a solid threehnit team: it team that has scared
the pants Of
I",
opponents
this year the
team which gon killed thern with the long
Ninths.
will nicet San .1 -t staii saturday
at Mosemc,
"Without those long on,
The Vandals base a 3-1 record
can’t hope to beat anyone
i
I this year. No. 3 111flie PI a spry
enal stressed. The Spar. .0
working on some new ph,:.
tkeek, the kind that mote

Every
Thursday Night

* DANCING *
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Twenty-Five-Year Wait

are a good shooting team.
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Mosher’s Tailoring,
custom tailoring service since 1925,
located on the lower level
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German Club Meets
Tomorrow at 2:30
"Deutscher Verein," the German Club, meets tomorrow in the
Cafeteria Rooms A and B at 2:30
p.m.
New officers for the club are
Karen Williams. president. Klaus
Solute, vice president, Inger Ruud.
secretary, Rita Hirsch, treasurer.
and Robert Dean, program chairman.

HERB’S
Chevron Station
STOP AT THE
SIGN OF
BETTER
SERVICE
Whtieverr your needs in fh way o4
auto servics, from a tankful of gas
to an engine tune-up you can be
sure that II get prompt expert at
+antion at reasonable student rates
OIL CHANGE
LUBRICATIONS
FRONT WHEELS
BEARINGS PACKED
RELINED
BRAKES ADJUSTED AND
TIRES BALANCED
MOTOR TUNE-UP
Cornr of 8+h and William St.
CHEVRON

Since a number of students have
shown an interest in forming a
campus Parapsychology Club, Dr
F. C. Dommeyer. department head.
invites students wishing to form
such a club to send their names
and addresses to his office, F0201.
Interest was sparked by Dr.
Joseph Rhine’s lecture on extrasensory perception Oct. 16. accordto Dr. Dommeyer. At that
Dr. Rhine offered to pro:.,derials and intormatron for

Free Dog --Large

housing is Saint Bernard In
asked to notify Bub Ratili in J207. The dog wax gisen to a
national lwer company for promotional purposes. The beer
company in willing to fray food

International Student Center
announced:
The Center will be closed to.: ,irrove due to the U.N. anni!...rsary activities.
The Halloween Dance has been
iv,stponed from next Thursday to
Friday, Nov. 1.
Are you from Okayama. Japan?
Mrs. Betty Brill. director of International Students Center. wants
1, know. Call 295-1412.

rpetros*.

Low, Low Prices

All work done by qualified
students under supers ision
B E U. TV

SI’LLIV.1N

serious research at SJS.
Students interested in repreIf enough students respond, Dr.
Dommeyer will contact those per- senting the United States’ position
Sons. Club activities may include in the 1964 Model United Nations
actual ESP tests, field trips to session at Whitworth College,
’ nearby
research
laboratories, 1Spokane, Wash., may apply toIdemonstrations, and lectures by day, tomorrow or Monday for the
!persons who support and oppose MUN committee.
Applications can be obtained at
the theory of ESP.
the College Union.
Further information is available
from Enid Munsinger at the College Union from 2-4 p.m. on MonAny Using group Interested in day or Tuesday.

Student Center
Closed Friday

Reau fy Care
At

Model U.N. ’At Your Service’
Spots Open Spears Carry

Students Invited To Form
SJS Parapsychology Club

1:01.1.E(;E

Moved to New Location
374 Smith Find St.

Job Interviews
Joh interviews :tre being- held
at 303 S. Ninth St. January
graduate% whould make appointments at the Placement Office,
ADM23t.

Spartaguide
TODAY:
Women’s tumbling, 4:30 P.m..
WG10.
iota Delta Phi, French society,
:I0 p.m., Hl.
(’hl Alpha, 3:30 p.m., CH164.
liUlel. 7 p.m., La Flue Plaza
Bowl, Story and White Roads.
Meet 6:45 p.m., Eighth and San
Carlos Streets for rides.
Alpha Eta sigma, 7:30
Faculty Cafeteria.
Sigma Delta Chi, 7:15
J101.
Chi Sigma Epsilon, 3:30 p.m.,
E396-13.
Home Economics Club, 2:30 ,
p.m., 1119.
Young Republicans, 8 p.m CH 226.

TOMORROW:
Central Intelligence Agency:
various majors in
National Security Agency: rnaiors in mechanical and electrical
engineering, physics, math, business, and language: and police administration majors interested in
non-criminal personnel investigation, industrial security, case eval- TOMORROW:
Student California Teachers
uation.
Anon., 2:30 p.m., ED325.
German
veretn,
MONDAY:
Deutseher
Genend Eleetric Co.: majors in club, 2:30 p.m., Faculty Cafeteria.
chemical, electrical. industrial it
Balkan Alliance dance lessons,
mechanical engineering, general 8 pm.. WG21.
education,
physics,
chemistry.
Psi Chi, psychology group, 8
metallurgy, and math.
pm.. HI.
U.S. General Accounting Office:
Arab-American CIO, 9:30 p.m.,
accounting majors.
(11162

Spartang’oady
PSA WEEKLY FLYING
FOOTBALL CONTEST
FRESH AND PURE ...
We give our inventory regular meticulous inspections as year assurance
that our medications and ingredients are always pharmaceutically perfect
and potent. Too. you can be sure that we give exactly what is specified
no substitutions. Our pharmacists? Courteous, prompt and anxious to
be of service. Depend on then,.

Moderne Drug Co.

GAMES FOR THE WEEKEND OF OCT. 25-26
(NOTE: Circle the expected winner and indicate
the probable score).
SJS

ANTHONY D. CAMPAGNA, Jr.

VS.

Idaho

Wisconsin

VS.

Ohio State

Stanford

VS.

Notre Dame

OPEN ’TIL MIDNIGHT

Navy

VS.

Pittsburg

Washington

Vs.

Oregon

BUY DAILY CLASSIFIEDS!

Fresno State

To buy, rent, or sell a cymbidium, a Didus ineptus, a
frangipanni, or any other sensible thing, just fill out this
handy order form, clip it, and send it with a check or
cash to the Spartan Daily Advertising Office, J207, San
Jose State College, San Jose 14, California. Ads must
be in by 2:30 P.M. two days prior to publication.

PURPOSES NEVER CHANGED
Although the organization Is.
undergone several transition r nods during thirty years of fun,
ioning, its motto "at your servic..-

lines
lines
lines
lines

Three times
254 a line

Five times
200 a line

$1.00
1.50
2.00
2.50

$1.50
2.25
3.00
3.75

$2.00
3.00
4.00
5.00

Add this
amount for
each adcitl line

EJ

Per 5a1e13)

’

Housing (Si
,

P

la

: Services (8/

Lost and Found (6 _ Transportation (9)

Print your ad here:

(Count 33 Letirs and Spaces for Each Line)
Starting Date _____
Enclosed $
Narn

Run Ad For 2/3/4/5 Days (Circle One)
Check No.

.

Addris-------City _ _

7)

141 South 3rd St.

293cS172
I

from School Library

Ell, ,k

Phone

junior
Petite-1s
For 1115.11. fur teased. for rho.. for
parties. your Junior Petite will ge
-mart and aportise with ferry
.
cutial era,
ith perially designed coachman
iatittotie, this long tilers., wadi and
wear Ji nnn i n Petite will lie perfect
for that cannel ,,,’,’anion.
...lie.:
to ID
I alar,: HP11 and Rine

’N

$$5
Vita Craft Corp. offers
above average earn;ngs to
young man who needs part
time employment. Interesting
work in sales and marketing
dept.

I ono. in, select yours nov

$12.95
Favorite

Downtown
86 South
First Street

L.A. State
Per Person

Spartan Daily Classifieds
BUY ’EM!

NAME

Contest is open to all members of the SJS feculty and student body, with this
exception of members of the Spartan Daily editorial and advertising stets. Winner
will receive free. round-trip ticket on Pacific Southwest Airlines between San Franclue and Los Angeles good until Juno. Winner will be notified be the Wednaunn
following each contest.

SENIORS ...
r,
8 I I-, Le

ALL

2 FOR I SLACK SALE.

N.

VARSITY APTS.

’54 CHEVY FOR RENT
Top tcndition in of
r
rams. Inc mileage c/.,
THOSE INTERESTED

;

PT

DIAMOND

PING; GIRL WANTED to
,
. r5 apartment 6 blocks fro 312 irrcr 4 p.m., 292.1648.
__ROOM AND BOARD. I
10 SPEED FREJUS
’’1" 6’95 I 9,), 293-8245
.111/2 N.
’ "’’
HOME COOKING. r:
.
to v.hr-ror. 79 S ’
TWO :SKIER SOFA $25
GIRLS APPROVED COMPACT
:Wit-PEVA
t,,o, $50 Idione. 253-9914.
Ap:
.
GIRL WANTED
495:
.151
Betry
HELP WANTED (4)

40

ill

SE- ND THE SPARTAN DAILY HOME
.
Only 54.50

APPROVED

WEDDING

PERSONALS Ti)

NEED A JOB?

r

. 1,0/,

AUTOMOTIVE (21
’57 PONTIAC,
.

MAN MI11.5 STUDIO
Valley far Center
tiAJOR UPPER DIVISION,

57 MGA
C.

P

.6) FALCON

/u JI.

ARE NOW OPEN!
i pproved dormitory apartments
with private cooking facilities
Now open to all women students
Beautiful lounge room
Spacious study room
Laundry and TV rooms
All
electric heat
Low rates: only $39 a month or
$175 a semester per girl
Price includes all utilities
except electricity
For Rental Information Inquire:

VARSITY RENTAL
396 East William

San Jose

perfect
for the
casual occasion ...

’60 CHEVROLET IMPALA COUPE
(7)

OPEN DAILY
TO 6:30 Incl.
SATURDAYS

1.
e-fieuvion Automotive
0
1111=1
tieratilliCen

524 So. 9th St.

Help Wanted 141

(21

0 Allfmrstire

Gun,Intk, - CoQrtafy Car Ara,lab

- COLLEGE MEN -

All entries must me in the Ci,/,re; in the Spartan
Bookstore and Spartan Daily office by Friday noon

CHECK A CLASSIFICATION:
(IF

tu.n Mr..

Marvin Dole
10 A.M. to 2 P.M.
294-2995

FOR DISPLAY ADVERTISING RATES, CALL CY 44414, EXT.
2081, FROM 1.20 TO 4:20, MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY.

G A nnnnn cements

295-9111

For interview, call:

1.00

.75

.50

FALCON
CHARTER SERVICE

Engine Rebuilding
Ignition Systems
Starters & Generators

Full-time women students doins:
work for an English degree at S.IS
may be eligible for the Ruth Milford Memorial Scholarship
$100 a semester.
The scholarship is only .liantr.,1
to an upper-division ,.1’ I .,I. $,
woman student majorin. is
lish.
Application blanks are availa I de
in the English office.
out
Applications must
and turned in

ANNOUNCEMENTS

One time
50c a line

Low cost
charter bus service

AUTO REPAIRS
Motor Tun.. -ups
Brake Service
Carburetors

Women in English
May Be Eligible
For Scholarship

PHONE

Minimum
Two lines
One time

Future plans include conducting
alumni tours at Homecoming.
Under the direction of martha
Mitchell, president, and Miss Carol
A. Eckert and Miss Jane itelaer,
advisers, the Spartan Spears ara
currently in their 62nd semester
"at your service."

ing all activities in which the stuSERVICE tillt01.1.
dent body participates: fostering
Today’s Spears boast of being
loyand
helpfulness
a spirit of
the only niwanization on campus
alty among the women of the col- which has remained entirely a
triathlons
the
lege: and upholding
serden grivitt.
of the college.

ADDRESS

NEW CLASSIFIED RATES
2
3
4
5

vs.
One

Already this semester spear,
have helped with registration,
Parents’ Day, and the Peace Cony,
recruitment week program Plans
are currently under way to ml.
lect and ship books for use by
Peace Corps members.

have never
By MARYANNE LA GUARDIA and its pia p ,
Thirty years "at your service." changed.
The twenty girls who accept the
That’s how long the Spartan
coveted invitation each year to
Spears have carried out their tra- become a Spear are selected on
dition at SJS.
plhaetiobnasiisn (If,iinletgeeresat etainvdit itp.sart(iicer:
Founded in March, 1933, Spartan Spears has served since then pendability. a sense of honor. a
as the sophomore women’s hon- sense of democracy, arpl
orary service group on campus. I average scholarvhip.
Today’s Spears still support the I Although Spartan Spears was
purposes established when the officially a member of the national Spur sophomore women’s
group was founded.
honorary in 1960-61, the associaThese purposes, listed in the
tion was discontinued when the
Spartan Spears Handbook, include
membership decided Spears’ obrendering service in the interest
jeetives were in conflict with
of the college and community: prothose of Spur’s.
moting school spirit and support-

Professional Pharmacists
PHONE CYpress 3-7500
SECOND AND SANTA CLARA STS
SAN JOSE. CALIF.

On Traditions

293-1445

.
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’e ’55 MG TF 1500. h.
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SALE

10% DISCOUNT COI
I hl 5
5thm

THE FISHER 500,
Hilt strut), amp f
ilie finest av
$265. Kevan. 148

i

all
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ATTRACTIVE
NOMENS APPROVED CONTRACT
.
41’1 cerri
,I f -f. 2r, I 5712. Disrount
UNAPPROVED
P.
apartments
$120. Near
rrr on. Inquire.
,
MEN‘, APPR. HOUSING CONTRACT
Mu.’ sell.
WANT

SUPERFLUOUS HAIR REMOVED. It
Electrolysis. Nantelie R. E. 2,0 S. AM
294 4499.

ter

AUTO INSURANCE for all. Ph. 249
Chet Bailey Insurance. 385 S.
TV RENTALS
$10 month
292 3457
Rhone
_
EXPERT TYPING SERVICE
Day or night. 258-4335. _ trom
TYPING- 45 Peg’. Polo Alto.
1/erner. 3274448. Evenines.
Owed
’UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT:
Sr. Care
by Student Body member.
your be.’"’
BonoY Salon. Care for allrates
by
Special discount
LobbY
student body card.
’
e,
Carlos
’.1AIRE HOTEL. San
EXPERT TYPING. Stover, Crook-Sy.’
Avenue area. 252 7355
PAUL J
AUTO, LIFE, FIRE INS. Call1760 W’
SCOLA: State Firm Ins.
266690
chaster. 00: 378 4124, Res. arc"
Male students with B icogegerates
eora 20% Discount on Auto

TO SE! I. CONTRACT

0.40,4, ki,.
sl

To
C191

Por.MMAT{

I ,,Pr I IrriosA

iSpartan Doh IT
1303
Ad Office, J701,
e bc1elhiat.
lsia.ndcyaseh rder
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No Om orders

